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In this paper, the morphological hit-or-miss transformation is 
analyzed for use in the recognition of both perfect shapes and 
imperfect shapes. Shape recognition is achieved by locating the 
objects to be recognized within the image. The shape recognition 
problem is discussed in the following two aspects. First, a theorem 
is presented in which the hit-or-miss operations employ the struc- 
turing elements aA and a(W n AC), instead of using sets A and 
(W n AC). Here A is the object to be recognized, W is a window 
containing A, aA is the boundary of A, and a(W n AC) is the 
boundary of (W n AC). Second, the recognition of imperfect 
shapes due to indeterminate variation of an object shape is studied 
here. Our method employs a priori known shape information as a 
basis for structuring elements and constructs structuring elements 
which are then used in a hit-or-miss transformation to find the 
location of the shape to be recognized. Each occurrence of a target 
shape is represented either by one point or by a small cluster of 
points within a calculated range according to the associated struc- 
turing elements. Finally, we present the hit-or-miss operation 
without window restrictions as a technique for recognizing both 
perfect and imperfect shapes, thereby making the method more 
flexible. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Shape recognition using mathematical morphology is 
one of the fundamental image analysis methods [7- 121. 
There are many important applications in machine vision 
and automated inspection where the shape of an object is 
required to be recognized [I%191. The morphological 
hit-or-miss transformation is a special tool used to locate 
known objects. In this situation the problem of shape 
recognition is equated to that of detecting occurrences of 
an object shape within an image [3]. In the case of binary 
images, the problem of shape recognition is simpler since 
the image functionf(x,y) describing the image defined on 
a 2-D domain takes on only binary values (0 or 1) that are 
specifically defined on Z2. In this paper, the use and dis- 
cussion of set operations are based on the discrete-valued 
domain Z*. The shapes and images are assumed to be the 

* This research was supported, in part, by CAIP Center, Rutgers 
University, NJ. 

form of a digital representation. The sets are compact in 
general; that is, the sets are closed and bounded [I, 2, 41. 

The shape recognition (or, shape matching) process 
can be generally described by an operation called the hit- 
or-miss transformation [l, pp. 39-40; 61. The hit-or-miss 
operation is defined upon image I as [I 0 A] n [P 8 B], 
where (A,B) C G and G is a general structuring element. 
Here 0 is the notation for erosion, where X 0 Y = 
{z : Y + z C X} = r&&,. The symbol X, is the transfor- 
mation of X by p, that is, X, = {z = a + p : a E X}. The 
image I is eroded by a structuring element (SE) A, and 
the complement of the image, I”, is eroded by an SE B. 
The results of the two erosion operations are then ANDed 
producing an output set. Given that A represents a shape 
to be recognized within I, and B is a windowed comple- 
ment of A, then the resulting point set of a hit-or-miss 
transformation consists of points where each point indi- 
cates one occurrence of A within I. The function of win- 
dow W is to guarantee that the range of the hit-or-miss 
operation on shape A does not overlap any portion of 
other objects that may be within the image. This process 
can be summarized as [3]: the shape A in window W 
occurs in the image I at, and only at, the locations repre- 
sented by set L, where L = [I 8 A] fl [Zc 8 (W fl AC)]. 

Shapes having points within I 8 A do not have any 
points which will fall into 1’ 8 (W fl AC), and vice versa, 
except of course for shape A. Therefore, the intersection 
of the results of the above two erosions will leave those 
points corresponding to shape A only. In many situa- 
tions, the digital images obtained are not perfect; that is, 
the shapes of objects in the acquired field of view may not 
be represented exactly the same as the ideal original 
shapes used for generating the structuring elements. In 
the case of imperfect images, a pattern is taken as a fam- 
ily of sets {A(y)}, y E r, along with the convention that 
the pattern (A(y)} occurs at z if, and only if, A,(y) occurs 
in the image for some y E r. This concept is formalized 
as [3]: the pattern {A(y)} occurs in the image I at the 
locations represented by set L, where L = UyEr[I 8 
A(y)1 n IF 8 W II AW)l. 

The theorems in [3] are well established; however, re- 
dundancy is inherent in the hit-or-miss process. Redun- 
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dancy is present in the form of unnecessary intersections 
of frame shifts subject to all points in set A and set (W f’ 
AC). It has been suggested that A and (W n AC) be re- 
placed by a minimal set representation [.5]. We consider 
that since the image is in binary format, it is not neces- 
sary to represent an object by all points within the object. 
A subset of the set of object points should be able to 
describe the characteristics of the binary set, or object. It 
would be reasonable to think of finding a subset 6(A) C A 
such that by substituting 6(A) for A as a structuring ele- 
ment the recognition process could proceed as if A were 
used. By the same reasoning, a subset 6{ W n A”} C (W TI 
AC) can be used to substitute for the set (W n A”) as the 
structuring element for the complement of the image. By 
substituting subsets of the shapes, we can considerably 
reduce the processing of redundant information. 

The hit-or-miss transformation used for shape match- 
ing needs complete knowledge of the shapes within image 
I. Typically, the shape recognition operation can be suc- 
cessful only if the object shape in image Z is perfect. This 
condition seems impractical because normally the object 
shape operating in the acquired digital image cannot 
match exactly the shape of that used to construct the SE. 
In Section 3, we present a hit-or-miss transformation 
whose SEs do not need to exactly match the object shape 
in image Z for successful operation. Most often acquired 
shapes are indeterminate. The hit-or-miss transformation 
will need to utilize a pair of SEs which satisfy certain 
conditions while the operations for matching the indeter- 
minate shapes have remained unchanged. In Section 4, 
we prove that the window W in the hit-or-miss transfor- 
mation is not necessarily a part of the SEs if the SEs are 
the boundaries of object shapes. This is also true for 
matching indeterminate shapes resulting from acquiring 
digital images in noisy environments. 

2. HIT-OR-MISS TRANSFORMATION FOR SHAPE 
MATCHING 

The hit-or-miss operation employing the shape to be 
recognized as an SE contains a degree of redundancy. 
The redundancy is in the form of unnecessary computa- 
tion during erosion operations. An automated shape rec- 
ognition process consists of two erosions with the struc- 
turing elements A and (W n A”), respectively. Let Z be a 
given 2-D image and A be some specific shape in Z to be 
recognized. The erosion of Z by A can be written as the 
set 

. . 
lIEA 

Z@A= nZ-a, 

L = [I 8 aA] n [Zc 0 a( W n AC)]. (3) 
This theorem states that the subset found to replace the 

shape is in effect the boundary of the object, and there- 
fore, erosion is reduced to using only those points on the 
boundary of the object shape. The computational proce- 
dure is to first find the boundary of the object. Since the 
object, or the shape, to be recognized is known a priori, 
boundary information can be easily recalled from a data- 
base. Note that for a group of known shapes, it is possible 
to find an optimal subset which may be used for such 
recognition problems. However, the approach provided 
here assumes no knowledge of other shapes which may 
appear in the acquired image. To prove the theorem, the 
following lemmas are useful. 

(1) LEMMA 1. Let window W be a binary set such that W 
flA=AandWflB=B,andifAfB,andeither~B~A 
or aB” c A’, then and likewise the erosion of I” (complement of Z) by (W n 

AC) is the set 
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zc 8 (w n AC) = n Zc - a. (2) 
aE(WnAC) 

As noted, the window W is chosen so that the object A is 
a subset of W. The erosion involves shifting an image 
frame in directions according to the points in A and then 
intersecting the shifted frames. The number of pixels 
within the desired window W determines the number of 
times the image is to be shifted and the number of inter- 
sections to be completed. This has been proven to be a 
computationally intensive process. Do we really need all 
points within set A or set (W n A”) in order to accomplish 
automated shape recognition using a hit-or-miss opera- 
tor? In other words, given a random shape A, can we find 
an essential subset of A with which to perform the match- 
ing process with the same effect as if A were used? The 
answer to this question is that such essential subsets do 
exist. In the following, a new and more efficient approach 
is described. The definition of shape recognition used 
here is that the recognition operation is accomplished if 
the locations of the shape are identified within the image. 

Let ilA = A\(A 0 A) stand for the boundary of shape A 
where the notation \ is for set diffeevence and A is a set 
including the origin (0,O) and its immediate neighboring 
points. We define a shape A in image Z separated from 
others by window Was that for a given p, W,, f? A, = A, 
and W, n B, = 0 for any shape B in image Z at the location 
q # p. The following theorem presents an efficient solu- 
tion to the automated shape recognition problem using 
hit-or-miss transformations. 

THEOREM 1. Zf shape A, A C W, in image Z is separated 
from other shapes by W, and either JA & B or 8A’ c B”, 
then the shape A oxurs in the image Z at, and only at, 
the locations represented by set L, 

[A 8 aB1 n [AC 8 a(W n BC)] = 0. (4) 
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Proof. There are three possible relationships between 
A and B. (1) There exists a p such that A, C B; (2) there 
exists a p such that A, > B; and (3) there does not exist a 
p such that A, C B or A, > B, but there exists an x such 
that A, rl B # 0. 

In (l), (A 8 B)p = (Ap 0 B). Since A, C B and A, 8 
CUB = flbEas(Ap)+ then there exists at least one b such 
that b E 8B but b P A,. For every a E A,, fIbEB{a - 6) = 
0. Hence nbEaB(Ap)-b = 0. 

In (2), using A 8 B = (A” $ B)” then (A 0 8s) fl (AC 0 
a(w n Bc)) = [(Ap 0 aB) fl (A,, $ a(w n Bc))c]-p. That is, 
there is a set {z} such that z E A, 8 aB and z P A, $ 
a(VV rl BC). But A, 8 aB C (Ap)-bNbEaB and there exists at 
least one b such that (A&-b c A, $ a(IY n BC). That is, 
A, 8 aB c A, $ a(w n BC). This is a contradiction to z E 
Ap 8 aB and z 65 A, 63 a(W n Bc). 

In (3), because for any p, A, cf B or A, d B for any p. 
Hence, there exists at least one b E dB such that b P A,,. 
That is, {z : z + dB c A} = 0. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2. Let A C Z2, and aA be the boundary of A; 
then 

A 8 A = A 8 aA = {(O,O)}. (5) 

Proof. (1) A 8 A = {(O,O)}. By definition, for p E A 8 
A, p + A C A iff p = (0,O). 

(2) A 8 aA = {(O,O)}. Since aA c A, A 8 8A > A 8 A = 
{(O,O)}. It is necessary to prove A 8 C!IA c {(O,O)}. Assume 
that 4 E A 8 aA, then 4 + JA c A. There is at least one 
z E 8A such that if 4 # (O,O), then 4 + z P A since z is on 
the boundary of A. Therefore, q = (0,O). Q.E.D. 

Because A, 8 B = (A 8 B),, A 8 aA = {(O,O)}, and AC 0 
a(W n AC) 2 (W n AC) 8 a(W n AC) = {(O,O)}, we can 
conclude from Lemmas 1 and 2 that 

[Ap 8 JAI n [A$0 a(w n AC)] = {p}. (6) 

We define A and B as being separated if any immediate 
neighboring point of A does not belong to B; that is, for 
any z E aAC, z P B. 

PROPOSITION 1. [f A and B are separated, then 

(A U B) 8 K = (A 8 K) U (B 8 K). (7) 

Proof. It is known that in general [2, 121 

(A U B) 0 K > (A 8 K) U (B 8 K). (8) 

ForpE(AUB)@K,p+KC(AUB).SinceAandBare 
separated, either p + K c. A or p + K c B, that is p E 
A 0 K or p E B 8 K, which means that 

(A U B) 0 K c (A 8 K) U (B 0 K). (9) 

Combining Eq. (9) with Eq. (8) leads to Eq. (7). 
Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Because the shapes in image Z 
are separated by window W, we have 

z= (u 4) u (u BJs (10) 
PEP qEQ 

where B represents any shape other than A. Then, the 
erosion of Z by aA becomes 

Z8c3A = (uA&UA) U (u B,EMA). (11) 
PEP @Q 

By the duality property that A 8 B = (AC $ B)C, then the 
erosion of Zc by a(W fl AC) becomes 

I” 0 qw n AC) 

= [(u A”) U (0 &)]‘8 W n AC) 
PEP 6Q 

(12) 

= [[(u Ap) U (u K)] dW-W~ 
PEP qEQ 

(13) 

= ([u A, $ a(w n AC)] u [ IJ B, $ a(w n A~)])’ 
PEP qEQ 

(14) 

= [ n (Ap CB W n Av’] n [ n (B4 @ XW n AC))C] 
PEP GQ 

(15) 

= [ n (A; 8 a(W n AC))] n [ n (B; 8 XW n AC))]. 
PEP &Q 

(16) 
Therefore, the set L becomes 

L={(u A,EMA) U(u B@dAji 
DEP qEQ 

n ([ n (A; 8 d(W n m’] 
DEP 

n [u (B”, 8 w n AT]] @=Q = lu L (Ap 0 aA) rl (A; 0 a( W f-l AC)) 
PEP (17) 

n (A: 8 a(W f3 AC)) 
kEP,klp 

n (BT, 8 d(W n Av]} &Q 
u i g [ (B4 8 aA> n (Bi 8 a(W n A”)) keQ 
n (A; 8 aw n A’))]). 
PEP 
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Because all shapes in I are separated by window W, p P 
Ak$a(WflAc)forpEPandp#k,andp@B,$~(Wfl 
A”) for p E P and q E Q. Thus, p E (Ak G3 a(W Cl A”)Y = 
(A: 0 a(W n AC)) and p E [B4 @3 a(W n AC)]” = BG 8 
a(W fl AC). Therefore, 

u[ (Ap 8 aA> C7 (A; 8 a(W f-’ A”)) 
PEP 

r‘l (A; 0 a(W n A”)) n (B; 8 a(W n AC))] 
(18) 

kEP,+p 

= {P E P> 

qEQ 

and 

u[ B, 0 aA (I B; 0 a(W n A”) 
qEQ keQ 

n (A; e xw n AC))] 
PEP 

= 
U[ 

B, 0 dA) n (B; 8 a(W n AC)) 
qEQ 

n (B; 0 a(W n A”)) (7 (A; 0 a(W n AC))] 
kEK,klq PEP 

= 0. 

This concludes that for each p E P, it corresponds to A,,, 
a shifted shape A, in I. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 1 establishes that the structuring elements are 
subsets of the shapes A and (W n AC) and that these 
subsets are actually the boundaries of A and (W f? A”). 
Therefore, the computation time required for the recogni- 
tion process is governed by the number of points on the 
boundaries of A and (W fl A”), which corresponds to the 
number of shifts and intersections required. We consider 
a simple example which will provide an intuitive appreci- 
ation for the theorem presented here. Suppose that the 
shape A is a square of size 16 x 16 pixels and the size of 
window W is 32 x 32. Then eroding image I by structur- 
ing element A requires that the image I be shifted 256 
times and the resulting shifted images be intersected, re- 
spectively. Eroding the complement of image, I”, by the 
structuring element (W n A”) requires a total of 768 shifts 
and intersections. The total number of shifts (with inter- 
sections) is determined by the window W (which is in 
turn determined by the size of A) and is found in this 
example to be 1022. When using Theorem 1, the bound- 
ary ofA, dA, is employed as a structuring element. There 
are only 62 points within the set aA and 192 points within 
the set a( W n AC). Therefore, the total number of pairs of 
shifts and intersections for this example is 254, which is 
about one-quarter of the total number of operations re- 
quired when using {A, W fl AC} as the SEs. The impact of 

the theorems presented here is the resulting efficiency in 
the computational requirement. 

Figure 1 shows an example of discriminating one ob- 
ject from among others. Figure la displays shape A to be 
recognized. Figure lb is the image which contains 16 
different shapes including A. Figure lc shows the erosion 
of I by aA, while Fig. Id displays the result of 1” 8 a( W fl 
A”). Shape recognition (by the method of locating the 
object) is completed by the final step of intersection of the 
set in Fig. lc with the set in Fig. Id. The result is shown 
in Fig. le. 

For the purpose of inspection, or other related feature 
detection requirements in many practical situations, the 
acquired image will contain the shape which may not be 
exactly true to form. That is, imperfections in the image 
acquisition process will cause the image data to contain 
shape distortions compared to those in the database from 
which the structuring elements are extracted. Let I? stand 
for the set of all possible variation parameters. Then the 
imperfect shape appearing at z in I is represented by 
A,(Y)> Y E r. 

Similar to Theorem 1, the hit-or-miss process can be 
accomplished as described according the corollary be- 
low. 

COROLLARY 1. The pattern {A(y)} occurs in the im- 
age I at the locations represented by set L, 

J 

FIG. 1. Shape recognition by location of a specified object. (4 
Shape A to be recognized; (b) image Z with 16 shapes; (c) Z 8 A; (d) Zc 8 
d(W fl AC); (e) [I 0 dA] I- [Zc 9 d(W fl A’)]. 
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L = u [Z8 dA(y)l n [P 0 d(W f’ AC(y))]. (19) 
YET 

Corollary 1 states that for the imperfect shapes derived 
from an ideal shape A, the recognition process can be 
realized by simply utilizing exhaustively all possible vari- 
ations of that shape. This approach would be able to pro- 
vide not only the object location in the image but also the 
information regarding the shape imperfection, That is, by 
trying a hit-or-miss operator on all possible variations of 
the shape, {A(y)}, an accurate location of the shape can 
be detected. However, the process requires a prohibi- 
tively large amount of computer time to complete. It 
would be impractical to exhaustively search over all pos- 
sibilities even in the simple case of a minor deterioration 
of the shape boundary. 

To avoid the immense computational requirement for 
hit-or-miss operations in the case of imperfect shapes, we 
find that the computational intensity can be reduced if the 
actual shape variation is of no concern to us. What we 
need to know is only the locations of the target shapes 
without regard to their possible variations. Therefore, a 
shape will be detected on the basis of its original geomet- 
ric structure and not on the basis of its exact imperfec- 
tion. 

3. RECOGNITION OF IMPERFECT SHAPES FROM 
INDETERMINATE VARIATIONS OF PERFECT SHAPES 

As introduced in Sections 1 and 2, the shape recogni- 
tion process is achieved assuming that the shapes within 
an image are known exactly. For the case of imperfect 
shapes, we need to find a process which should be able to 
recognize the target shape in a noisy image without mak- 
ing the recognition process unduly complicated. 

The imperfect shapes can be viewed as perfect shapes 
that have had noise added. Noise is unavoidable during 
the process of image acquisition and digitization. Salt and 
pepper noise is typically seen in an image acquired with- 
out averaging over a number of consecutive frames. This 
type of noise is normally small in size and can be easily 
removed by “opening-closing” morphological filtering 
operations on either the gray-scale image or its binary 
version. Careful choice of a structuring element for the 
opening-closing operations can eliminate salt and pepper 
noise without affecting the geometric representation of 
shapes in the image. 

A major source of shape distortion is the nonlinear 
thresholding operation which converts a gray-scale image 
into a binary image. In many situations, an object is not 
appropriately represented in the image, e.g., object mo- 
tion, focus blurring, improper camera, and/or light set- 
tings. After all, the shape cannot be made exactly the 
same as in sample space. Hence, the recognition of per- 

fect shape is only an ideal situation. After a thresholding 
decision is made upon the image, the resulting binary 
version is the input to the hit-or-miss transformation. 
Shape imperfections can be treated as a perfect shape 
affected by noise. The random variations along the 
boundaries of a shape are most frequently seen. We con- 
sider these random variations as indeterminate shapes. 

To begin the analysis of recognizing imperfect shapes, 
we first establish some necessary terminology. We define 
the sample space, A, as a set of shapes possibly appear- 
ing in images upon which the recognition process is to be 
performed. Any element in the sample space is thought of 
as a perfect shape. We define the relevant sample space, 
A, as a collection of all possible variations of the shapes 
in the sample space. That is, A contains a set of indeter- 
minate shapes which are variations of A. Assume that the 
shape A is to be recognized. We need to find an SE which 
best describes the property of shape A and at the same 
time overcome the effects of indeterminate variations of 
A. Since there are two steps in the hit-or-miss operation, 
the SE used for eroding the foreground of the binary 
image must be able to preserve information concerning 
the shape A. In addition, the SE used for eroding the 
background of the binary image must preserve informa- 
tion relating to the windowed complement of A. Both 
SEs should also be as geometrically different as possible 
from the other shapes in A which are not target objects. 
The following theorem states that when certain condi- 
tions regarding SEs are satisfied, the desired object shape 
can be recognized. 

THEOREM 2. Let Ai be a shape in the sample space A, 
Ai be an indeterminate variation of A; in image Z where 
{&, Z} E Z2, and W be a window such that Ai C W and 
Ai c W. Let4 be the lower bound of variations of shape 
Ai and Ai be the upper bound of variations of shape Ai 
and A; c x. C W, such that the following conditions are 
satisjied: 

(1) 4 c Ai and W fl A; C W II &, 
(2)for any x,4 + x c Aj or W fl <AC + x) P W n Ajcfor 

j # i. 
Let E = &(xi @-Ai). ZfAi is separatedfrom other shapes in 
Z by W, then Ai, hence Ai, is at location p in I, where 

p E [I m&l n [Z” 0 (W n XII c IJ Eq (20) 
qEQ 

and Q = {z: z E [I 8 Ai n Zc 9 (W fl AF)]/as ifAi in Z 
were perfect}. 

Proof. Before proceeding with the image I, the fol- 
lowing development will assist the proof. From condition 
(I), ((0, O)} = & 8 A; C Ai 04 and ((0, 0)) = AF 8 (W n 
&) c A: 0 (W n x:). Hence, 

[Ai efg n [A; 8 (w n A3 2 ((0, 0)). (21) 
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From condition (2), for Aj # Ai, .& + x g Aj or W II 
(& + x) c (W II Aj”). Then, 

[Aje~]n[Aj’0(WnA~)]=0. (22) 

To determine the size of cluster C = [Ai 8 Ai] f’ [A; 8 
(W n A:)], let u’ be a direction along which all points in C 
are examined. Let VI be a set of points along v’ such that 
4 + u1 C Ai, where u1 E VI. Let V, be a set of points 
along -17 such that W n A; + u2 c A;, where 712 E V2. Let 
V, be a set of points along -17 such that Ai + u3 c Ai, 
where u3 E V3, and let V4 be a set of points along v’ such 
that W O A: + u4 c A:, where u4 E V4. Then, the subset 
of the resultant hit-or-miss transformation along the di- 
rections of u’ and -17 is the set described as 

[(Ai 8 fir:) n (A: 8 w n ~F)hng cand 4 

= [VI u v31 n iv2 u v41 (23) 

= w, n v4) u w2 n v3) (24) 

because V, fI V2 = 0 and V3 n V4 = 0. For (V, fl V,) U 
(V2 f’ V3) to be a maximal set, let % = K = 2(x : x + Ai C 
~lxonv’}=+{x:x+ Wfl~~C$/xonv’}andV2=&= 
~{x:x+&j~~lXOn-v'}=~{x:x+ wnXj~$/xon 
-v’}. Therefore, (V, fl V4) U (V2 f? V3) C ${x :x + 4 C 

Ah, Cand -v‘. We conclude that the resultant set from the 
hit-or-miss transformation is the union of the subsets 
along all possible directions. That is, 

(Aj 04) n 

dJ ;il, 
all 12 and -13 

(A; 8 w n A:) 

: p E (Ai 8 4)/p is along u’ or-u’} (25) 

(26) 

= E. (27) 

Now proceed with the hit-or-miss transformation on 
image I using& and (W fl A;) as SEs. For any shape Sk 
E A, we have 

[z eg n [zc 8 (w n XF)] 
= [z eg n [I e (w n AF)y (28) 

= [c&J S(QJ 8A,] n [(LJ S(k)J 43 (w n A;)]’ 
k 

(2% 

= /1 u ~W,~ A] n [U 5;(k),, e (W n ~:)j’~30) 
k k 

= [U (~W),, 441 n [ U (S;(k),, e3 (w n K;)y] 
k k 

(31) 

= / U (%%, @A,)/ n [ U (S(k);, 8 (w n $))I 
k k 

(32) 

= (33) 
k / 

=I 
k 

n L n S(I);, 8 (w n A;) I (34) 
PI#PI 

= U [(Sw,, eg n (S(k);, 8 w n Z))i (35) 
k 

=U [(Aipk, 8 4) n (A& 8 (w n A:))] 

U [S(k),, 8 4 n S(k);, 8 (w n A91 (36) 
f(k)#iA, 

zz U [Gipk, 8 4) n (A& 8 W n XIII (37) 
k’ 

= U 16% 8 A& n (A: 8 (w n A&J (38) 

=U [(A, 8 4) n (A: 8 (w n Ahpk. (39) 

C u Epi,. (40) 

The steps arising from Eq. (32) to Eq. (33) are due to the 
fact that the $k),,‘s are separated by W. Moving from 
Eq. (34) to Eq. (35) is possible because the &k),,‘s are 
also separated by W, which concludes x E s(l)~,-e (W rl 
A:). This leads to either x E &k),, 8 4 or x E S(k);, 8 
(w n A:). Q.E.D. 

On the basis of the discussion concerning use of the 
shape boundaries as SEs, we now formulate a theorem 
for the case of indeterminate variations in the shapes. 

THEOREM 3. Let Ai be a shape in the sample space A, 
Ai be an indeterminate variation of Ai in image Z where 
{AiyZ} E Z2, and W be a window such that Ai C W and 
Ai C W. Let4 be the lower bound of variations of shape 
Ai within W and & be the upper bound of variations of 
shape Ai andAi C Ai C W, such that the following condi- 
tions are satisfied: 

(1) a/& C Aj and J(W fl A;) C (W f? &), 
(2) for any x, db + x c Aj or a[W n (XC + x)] g W n 

Aj”forj # i. 
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Let E = i$b 8 F&). Zf Ai is separated from others in Z by 
W, then Ai, hence A;, is at location p, where 

P E [I 8 dAi1 n [I’ 8 a(W n A;)] c IJ Eq 
@Q 

and Q = {Z : z E [I 8 Ai II I” 8 (W n AF)]las ifAi in Z were 
perfect}. 

Note that the difference between Theorem 3 and Theo- 
rem 2 is that the SEs in Theorem 3 are the boundaries of 
the SEs in Theorem 2; that is, Ai and W n $ in the 
conditions in Theorem 2 become dAi and a( W f~ AC). The 
procedure of proving this theorem follows that of Theo- 
rem 2. First, Ai 8 dAi > Aj 0 Ai = (0,O) and & 8 a(W n 
AJ > $8 (W fl Aill (0,O). Second, for A,, j # i, either 
& 8 84 = 0 or Aj” 0 a[ W n $1 = 0. The argument on the 
size of each cluster which represents the occurrence of 
an object in Z is similar to that corresponding part in 
Theorem 2, except that here the SEs are the boundary of 
Ai and (W n A:). The detailed proof, which is omitted 
here, uses the combination of the arguments employed in 
Theorems 1 and 2. 

4. REMOVAL OF WINDOW IN HIT-OR-MISS 
TRANSFORMATION 

From the previous sections, the hit-or-miss operators 
are based on the SEs inside window W for the erosion 
operation on the complement of input image, I’. The 
function of the window is to impose a limit on the erosion 
operation involving the complement of the image, I”. As 
pointed out in Theorem 1, the boundary of the object, 
{aA,a(W n AC)}, can be used for structuring elements in 
the hit-or-miss operation with exactly the same results as 
if {A, W n AC} were used. In Theorems 1,2, and 3 and the 
theorems in [3], the object shape A is separated from 
other shapes in image Z by window W. The choice of W 
depends on the object shape A, or for every shape Ai E 
A, select a window W such that Ai C W. For the case in 
which a shape and the complement of the shape are used 
as SEs in the hit-or-miss transformation, the window is a 
necessary portion of the SE for Zc, that is, W fl A”. How- 
ever, the function of Win separating object A from others 
becomes trivial when the SEs used in a hit-or-miss trans- 
formation are the boundaries of A and W fl A”. 

Let the regions of A and AC be defined on the plane Z2 
with each point in Z2 corresponding to a point on the 
Riemann sphere as shown in Fig. 2. The complement AC 
of A at infinity is referred to as the point at the top of the 
Riemann sphere, which does not represent any portion of 
an image having a finite geometric size. The boundary of 
AC, aAC, does not include this top point. The notation C~A” 
only refers to the set of points which are the immediate 
neighboring points of the shape A. Note that in topologi- 

FIG. 2. Illustration of set A represented in domain Z2 by an area on 
a Riemann sphere. The boundary of AC is defined only on the boundary 
enclosing A. 

cal space, dA = dAc = 2 fl AC, where x is the closure 
of A. In the discrete domain, dA = AL4 8 A and 8AC = 
Ac\Ac 8 A. Figure 3 illustrates the discrete case. 

Let dAC be the boundary within AC between A and AC; 
then we have that 

dAC DEF = {x : x E AC and x has at least one immediate 
neighboring point in A}. (41) 

The following theorem can now be formulated. 

THEOREM 4. Assume that the shape A in Z is sepa- 
rated from other shapes B’s, and either aA C B or aAc c 
B”; then the shape A occurs in the image Z at, and only at, 
the locations represented by set L, 

L= [Z0dA] n [Zc8dAc]. (42) 

Proof. First to prove two preliminaries: (a) (A 0 JA) 
n (A” 8 dAc) = {(O,O)}; and (b) (B 8 aA) il (B” 8 dAC) = 0 
forB #A. 

To prove (a), we already know from Lemma 2 that A 8 
8A = {(O,O)}. For x E AC 8 aAc, then x + aAC c AC. For 
x = (O,O), (0,O) + aAc c AC is true. Therefore, (A 8 8A) fl 
(A” 0 dAc) = {(O,O)} n {(O,O) U [(AC 8 aAc)\(O,O)]} = 
mo)~. 

To prove (b), for B # A, three possible situations need 
to be considered: (1) There exists an x such that B, C A. 
From Lemma 1, (B 8 aA>, = B, 0 JA = 0. (2) There 
exists an x such that B, > A. Then, B 0 dA # 0. Assume 
that z E B 0 C~A C Ba/tlaEa~. ForsomeaEA,B,CB$aA 
cB@aACbecauseB,>A.HencezEB8dA+zEB@ 
aAc, and this is a contradiction to z E BC 8 8AC = (B Cl3 
aAc),. (3) There does not exist an x such that B, C A or 
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FIG. 3. Illustration of shape, boundary of shape, and boundary of 
complement of shape. 

B, 3 A, but for some x, B, f’ A # 0. In this case, B 0 dA 
= (B, 0 dA)-, = 0 according to Lemma 1. 

Let S(k) E S and A E S, where S is the sample space. 
Then for S(k) # A, (S(k),, 0 JA) fl (S(k);, 8 aAc) = [(S(k) 
8 dA) fl (S(k)” 8 dAC)lpa = 0. Assume that all shapes 
{S(k)} in Z are separated and A appears in Z at {pk}; then 

(I 0 aA> n (I" 8 dAc> 
= (I 8 JA) II (I $ c~A~)~ (43) 

= [(v S(k),,! '3 dA] n [(u S(k),:) CB aA"]' (44) 
k 

= [ u (s@),, 0 W] n [ u (S(k),, $ dAC)lC (45) 
k k 

Y [ u (s(k),, ‘63 W] n [ f-j (S(k);, $ &4C)] (46) 
k k 

= (S(k),, 8 dA) n (S(k);, 8 aAc) 

fi S(1):, 8 dAC] (47) 

6% 8 dA> n (Aik. 8 dAc) 
k’ - 

l#k S(k)#A 

WqD, e W n (s(k);, 8 dAc) 
k 

n w;, 8 aA']] 
lfk 

= u [ (Apv 8 dA) c7 (A;,. 8 aA") n S(l);, 0 dAcj 
k l#k 

(49) 
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(48) 

=U KAPk. 8 W f~ (A;,. 8 dAc)] (50) 
k 

= u {Pk’)* 
k’ 

(51) 

Equation (50) follows from Eq. (49) since A,,. is separated 
from S(I),,. This indicates that x tf S(1) $ aAc for 
x E [API. 8 dA1 f? [A;,. 8 aAc]. As a consequence, x E 
(S(I),, $ dAc)c = S(I);, 8 dAC. Q.E.D. 

Without restrictions on the choice of window W, the 
hit-or-miss transformation can readily be used as a practi- 
cal tool for automated shape recognition. The use of a 
window in the erosion of Zc by (W fl AC) could prevent the 
hit-or-miss transformation from successfully locating the 
target object if there are some other objects close to it, 
such as portions of other objects falling within the win- 
dow. When window W is removed from the hit-or-miss 
transformation, the areas of interest around the target 
object A are essentially the boundaries of the shape, 8A 
and dAc. Figure 4 illustrates a situation wherein nearby 
objects are very close to the object of interest and use of 
window W becomes inappropriate. 

In addition to the advantage of increased flexibility 
brought by removal of restrictions on window choice, the 
process also achieves additional savings in the hit-or- 
miss operation because all frame shiftings and logic AND 

window 

t 
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FIG. 4. Unacceptable choice of window due to the close proximity 
of neighboring objects. 
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operations are not performed for all points on the bound- 
ary of window W. 

In recognizing indeterminate variations of an object 
shape, the role of the window is the same as that when it 
is used in the case of recognizing perfect shapes. The 
details in need of refinement in Theorem 3 are those re- 
lated to the window W. Without use of a window, the 
process of recognition is principally the same as that 
stated in Theorem 3. 

THEOREM 5. Let Ai be a shape in the sample space A, 
& be an indeterminate variation of Ai in image I where 
{&,Z} E Z2, 4 be the lower bound of variations of shape 
Ai, and Xi be the upper bound of variations of shape Ai. 
(A& is Ai within image Z at location pk is separated from 
other shapes in I by &; that is, (A& f’ (Aj)p! = 0 for any 
A E A and pl # pk. If the following conditions are satis- 
Jied, 

(1) 84; C Ai and &C~ G A;, 
(2) for any X, aA; + X g Aj or &CC + x g Aj” forj # i, 

then, &, hence Ai, is at location p, where 

p E [I 0 aAi] n [I” 8 &TF] c U Eq 
YEQ 

whileE=2(Ai8~)andQ={z:zE[Z0A~n1”8(Wn 
A:)]/ as if Ai in I were perfect}. 

Proof. From condition (l), Ai 6 aAi > Ai 8 Ai= {(O,O)} 
and $8 L# > $0 $ = {(O,O)}. Hence, Ai 9 && f? & 
8 & 2 {(O,O)}. F rom condition (2), Aj 0 && = ((Aj)x 8 
&&, = 0 if && + x g &. Furthermore, we have that A,’ 
8 ax: = ((A$8 dAF)-, = 0 if ax + x cf $. The resulting 
cluster of points (& 8 &&) n (A; 8 ax:) should be within 
E = 2(Ai 8 Ai), according to the arguments presented in 
Theorem 2. Hence, the resultant set from the hit-or-miss 
transformation is obtained as follows: 

[I 8 8~~1 n [rc 8 aA;] 
= [z 8 aAi] n [I e3 aX~]c 

k / 

k 

CC= Ui (S(k),, 8 34) n (S(k);, 0 &) 

fj (j;(l)Eie BA;)] 
Pl#Pk 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

k 

= 
U[ 

(Aink, 8 614) n (Atk, 8 aiX3 

;1 (s(l);, 8 ax:,] (57) 
PI#PK. 

C u Q. (59) 

Equation (57) results in Eq. (58) due to the fact that x @ 
s(l),, $ a$ since s(l),, is separated from A,. Conse- 
quently, this means x E [s(l),, $ c~AF]~ = s(l);, 8 &. 

Q.E.D. 

Structuring elements used without a window also pro- 
vide more flexibility in the recognition of indeterminate 
variations of an object shape, compared to the case 
wherein SEs are used with a window. This is so because 
the range of variation in the shape of an object can be 
extended from W n Ai to Ai f’ a$ which does not inter- 
sect with other possible shapes. 

5. EXAMPLES 

We have presented an algorithm in which the sets rep- 
resenting the structuring elements are reduced to the 
boundaries of the corresponding object. We claim that by 
doing so, the inherent redundancy in the hit-or-miss 
transformation is reduced. Further, we discussed the re- 
moval of window restrictions. An example is given here 
to illustrate Theorem 3. In Fig. 5, the shape “H” is tested 
for the range of its variation and the computation time is 
compared between the cases in which the shape bound- 
ary is used as a structuring element and in which the 
shape itself is used as a structuring element. Figures 
5(al)-(a6) show the inward variation of the shape “H”. 
That is, the variation of “H” is presented as a shrunken 
version of the original shape. The black area in each fig- 
ure is the area in which the variation of that shape is 
allowed. The white line between the black and the gray 
areas is used as the structuring element. The gray area is 
the interior of the shape which is excluded from being a 
part of the structuring element. Figures 5(bl)-(b6) show 
the outward variation of the object, that is, the swelled 
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H 
5 

n 

version of the original object. The black area is the esti- 
mated range of variation. The white line between the 
black and the gray area is used as the structuring element 
for the erosion operation on the complement of the 
shape. The gray area is the interior within the window 
and is excluded from being a part of the SE in accordance 
with Theorem 3. Figures 5(c l)-(c6) show the result of the 
hit-or-miss transformation. As we noted earlier, the area 
of the resulting sets of locations becomes larger as the 
variations of the sha.pe become larger. 

For this example, the ratio of the varied shape size 
over the original shape size is illustrated in Fig. 6a. Com- 
parisons are made between the variation of the shape and 
the original, as well as between the variation of the win- 
dowed complement of the shape and the complement of 
the original shape. Figure 6b shows the processing time 
required when only the boundary is used as a structuring 
element versus that for when the shape itself is used as a 
structuring element. Figure 6c shows the ratio of process- 

FIG. 5. The variations of shape “H” and the results of the hit-or- 
miss transformations. (al-a6) Inward variation; the black area is the 

ing time required for the hit-or-miss transformation with- 

allowed range of variation; the white lines are the boundary of A: gray 
out window restriction and using the boundary of the 

areas indicate where redundancy is present in the hit-or-miss transfor- shape over that using the shape itself as structuring ele- 
mation. (bl-b6) Outward variation on the complement of shape. ment as described by Theorem 5. 
(cl-c6) Set of location within a predetermined circle. 

shape variation ratio: variation/shape comparison of using SEs: edge/shape 
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FIG. 6. Statistics for the example shown in Fig. 5. (a) Ratio of areas of variation over the areas of the original shape. (b) Ratio of computation 
intensity when using the boundary of a shape as an SE over that when using the shape itself as an SE. (c) Ratio of computation intensity using the 
boundary of a shape as an SE in the hit-or-miss transformation without window W over that when using the shape itself as an SE. 
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FIG. 7. Matching of the object H with tilted versions of H. (a) The 
hit-or-miss transformation for untilted H and the SEs. (b) The hit-or- 
miss transformation for tilted H’s with predefined SEs shown in (a) as 
the white lines. 

Figure 7 shows another example wherein Theorem 3 is 
used to match an object shape with the varied acquired 
shapes. The object shape is an H, shown in the top block 
of Fig. 7a. The SE for His the skeleton of H, SK(H), the 
white lines shown in the second block of Fig. 7a. From 
skeletonization [ 1, 51, we know that SK(H) C H. The SE 
for ZP, a(w fl Z?), is the skeleton of W n Hc and the 
edge of W, shown in the fourth block of Fig. 7a. The third 
block of Fig. 7a shows the resulting set H 6 SK(H) and 
the fifth block shows the resulting set Hc 8 a( W fl PC). 
The sixth block displays the resulting set of [H 8 SK(H)] 
n [HC 0 a(W n Z!?)]. Figure 7b shows the process of 
matching tilted H shapes, where the first row shows that 
His tilted toward the right by 1” to 10“ and the sixth row 
shows that H is tilted toward the left by 1” to 10”. The 
third and eighth rows show the windowed complements 
of the tilted H where it is tilted toward the right and the 
left, respectively. The SEs are white lines inside the tilted 
H’s and they are the same as those shown in Fig. 7a, 
respectively. The fifth and tenth rows show the sets re- 
sulting from the hit-or-miss transformations. 

The next example shows a character recognition pro- 

cess using the hit-or-miss transformation suggested in 
Theorem 3. A gray-scale image is properly thresholded 
into a binary image as shown in Fig. 8a. The shape used 
for constructing an SE is shown in the upper-right corner, 
which is the character “n”. Here, the SE dA is the 
boundary of the shrunken version of “n” by erosion. 
This SE is inputted to the erosion operation [I 0 dA]. 
The foreground (black) in Fig. 8b represents the occur- 
rence of “n” as well as the shapes which can enclose the 
letter “n”, e.g., “m”. Note that the letter “m” shown in 
Z approximates two combined “n” letters; therefore, the 
erosion operation reflects their presentation. In Fig. 8c, 
the foreground (black) is the result of erosion [I” 8 
a( W fl AC)] where the SE, a( W f? AC) of windowed com- 
plement of the shape “n”, is shown in the upper-right 
corner. The complement of letter “m” does satisfy the 
second term of Condition (2) in Theorem 3. Specifically, 
the boundary of the windowed complement of “n” after 
eroding is not included in the windowed complement of 
“m”. Therefore, the place corresponding to “m” ex- 
hibits the background that dismisses a possible detection 
of “m” as “n”. The result of the hit-or-miss operation is 
shown in Fig. 8d. In this example, the operation em- 
ployed on the shape “n” to transform it into an SE is that 
of an erosion. The same operation is performed on the 
windowed complement of “n” to obtain the SE for erod- 
ing the complement of the image. One advantage of ap- 
plying erosion on the shape “n” to construct an SE is 
that the predicted shape variation can be either enlarged 
or reduced. The erosion operation translates (A, W f’ A_‘) 
into (A_, W fl A”) which can satisfy the first condition of 
the theorems in Section 3. 

The characters in the images of printed text are gener- 
ally uniform in their width. The connectivities are appar- 
ent among any portion of a character, except for a few 
cases like lowercase i,j. This observation suggests that a 
skeletonization can be employed to represent the SE. 
When using the skeleton as an SE, a maximal range of 
variation is available when meeting the first condition of 
the theorems. Also, use of the skeleton still preserves the 
characteristics of that shape, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The 
object to be recognized is the letter “n” shown in Fig. 9a. 
The recognition is again successful as shown in Figs. 9a- 
9d. From this example, we can see that using the skeleton 
of “n” as the SE yields a reasonable range of flexibility 
for the hit-or-miss operation. The skeleton of character 
“n” is used as SE for the operation Z 8 A, where A is the 
skeleton of “n”. In this example, the use of the skeleton 
is appropriate because the object shape is thin. To satisfy 
the condition A C A in Theorem 5, A must be chosen -- 
such that A can be fit inside all possible appearances of 
“n”. The medial axis of the object character “n” appar- 
ently meets the requirement; hence the skeletonization 
algorithm [ 1, 51 is employed in obtaining such an SE. 
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FIG. 8. Recognition of English letter “n” in the binary image. (a) Binary image obtained from thresholding a text image; the “n” shown in the 
upper-right comer is used to construct the SE. (b) Result of eroding the image of (a) using the boundary of an eroded “n” as SE. (c) Result of 
eroding the complement of the image (a) using the boundary of an eroded W n A’, A = “n”, as the SE. (d) Result of AND operation between images 
(b) and (c), with each occurrence of “n” marked by a cross. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Shape recognition using morphological operators pro- In the case of imperfect shapes, a theorem for locating 
vides a new approach to the process of automated object a desired shape which has changed indeterminately from 
identification. For perfect shapes, a new theorem applied the a priori object shape is provided. The SEs used in 
to the shape recognition problem has been presented. these processes are the boundaries of the shapes which 
This theorem presents an alternative to an existing ap- correspond to the sample shapes and take account of 
proach [3] using a morphological hit-or-miss transforma- indeterminate variations. This method does not require 
tion and indicates a clear advantage in the reduction of an exhaustive investigation of all possible variations of a 

redundancy involved in the matching process where mor- 
phological operations are used. 
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FIG. 9. Recognition of English letter “n ” in the binary image using skeleton of “n” as SE. (a) Binary image. (b) Result of eroding image (a) 
using the skeleton of “n” shown in the upper-right corner of (a) as the SE. (c) Result of eroding the complement of image (a) using an eroded 
W fl A’, A = “n”, as the SE. (d) Result of AND operation between images (b) and (c) with each occurrence of “n” marked by a cross. 

shape contained in the real-world image. Hence, we have where the use of a window is not necessary. As a conse- 
developed a practical approach to solve the problem of quence, the hit-or-miss transformation is more flexible 
matching desired shapes in noisy images where the ob- and efficient to use in automated shape recognition. 
served shapes are imperfect. The shape boundaries are 
used as SEs. The conditions for recognizing imperfect 
shapes are relatively easy to satisfy. The accuracy of the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

object location is specified by a set of points occurring 
within a predefined radius. 
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Finally, we present the hit-or-miss transformation seriously taken into consideration in the revision of the paper. 
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